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ABSTRACT
This paper addresses the problem of the non-unitary joint
block diagonalization (NU − JBD) of a given set of matrices.
Such a problem arises in various ﬁelds of applications among
which blind separation of convolutive mixtures of sources and
array processing for wide-band signals. We present two new
algorithms based respectively on (absolute) gradient and relative gradient descendent approaches. The main advantage
of the proposed algorithms is that they are more general
(the real, positive deﬁnite or hermitian assumptions about
the matrices belonging to the considered set are no more
necessary and the found joint block diagonalizer can be either a unitary or non-unitary matrix). These algorithms
also outperform the JBD algorithm based on an optimal step
size but “approximate gradient” approach that we had previously suggested in [12]. In fact, here, the exact calculus
of the complex gradient matrix is performed whereas it was
approximated in [12]. Finally, by ensuring the invertibility of
the estimated matrix, the relative gradient approach makes
the proposed NU − JBD algorithm more stable and consequently more robust. Computer simulations are provided
in order to illustrate the eﬀectiveness of the proposed approaches in two cases: when exact block-diagonal matrices
are considered and when they are perturbed by an additive
Gaussian noise. A comparison with the method presented in
[12] is also performed, emphasizing the good behavior of the
proposed algorithms.
1. INTRODUCTION
The problem of joint decompositions of matrices or tensors
sets arises in many multivariate signal processing applications.
One of the ﬁrst considered problem was the jointdiagonalization of matrices under the unitary constraint,
leading to the nowadays well-known JADE [4] and SOBI [1]
algorithms. The following works have addressed either the
problem of the joint-diagonalization of tensors [7][10][17] or
the problem of the joint-diagonalization of matrices but discarding the unitary constraint [8][11][18][21][22]. A second
type of matrices decomposition has proven to be useful in
blind source separation, telecommunications and cryptography. It consists of joint zero-diagonalizing a set of matrices
either under the unitary constraint [2] or not [6][11]. Most
of the proposed (unitary) joint-diagonalization (JD) and/or
zero-diagonalization (JZD) algorithms have been applied to
the problem of the blind separation of instantaneous mixtures of sources. Finally, a third particular type of matrices decomposition arises in both the wide-band sources localization and the blind separation of convolutive mixtures
of sources problems. It is called joint block-diagonalization
since the considered matrices are block diagonal ones: a
block diagonal matrix is a square diagonal matrix in which
the diagonal elements are square matrices of any size (possibly even), and the oﬀ-diagonal blocks are zero matrices.
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Such a problem has been considered in [3][9] where the blockdiagonal matrices under consideration have to be positive
deﬁnite and hermitian matrices and the joint-block diagonalizer is required to be a unitary matrix. When the joint-block
diagonalizer is no more necessarily a unitary matrix, alternative solutions have been proposed. [13][19] address the
problem of the NU − JBD of a set of positive deﬁnite matrices whereas this assumption is discarded in [12] and the
considered matrices simply have to be hermitian ones. Yet,
let us remark that this latter solution relies upon an approximation in the calculation of the complex gradient matrix of
the considered cost function.
In this communication, we present two new algorithms
based respectively on a (absolute) gradient and on a relative
gradient-descendent approach. The main advantage of these
algorithms is that they are more general (the considered matrices can be complex, non-positive deﬁnite, non-hermitian
and the joint block-diagonalizer is not necessarily a unitary
matrix). Besides, the relative gradient based algorithm ensures the invertibility of the joint block-diagonalizer (when
the step size is suﬃciently small) and hence a greater numerical stability and robustness of the resulting algorithm.
2. PROBLEM STATEMENT
The non-unitary joint block-diagonalization (NU − JBD)
problem is stated in the following way: let us consider a
set M of Nm (Nm ∈ N∗ ) square matrices Mi ∈ CM ×M , for
all i ∈ {1, . . . , Nm } which all admit the following decomposition:
Mi = ADi AH ,
(1)
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{1, . . . , Nm } are N × N block diagonal matrices with r ∈ N∗ ,
Di,jj , i ∈ {1, . . . , Nm }, j ∈ {1, . . . , r} are nj × nj square matrices so that n1 +. . . +nr = N where 0ij denotes the ni ×nj
null matrix and (·)H the transpose conjugate operator. A is
a M ×N (M ≥ N ) full rank matrix and the N ≥ M matrix B
is its pseudo-inverse (or generalized Moore-Penrose inverse).
The set of the Nm square matrices Di ∈ CN ×N is denoted D.
The NU − JBD problem consists of estimating the matrix A
or B and eventually the block-diagonal matrices set D from
only the matrices set M.
The case of a unitary matrix A has been considered in [9]
where a ﬁrst solution is suggested. Recently, two solutions
have been proposed in [13][19] for a non-unitary matrix A
and for a set M of positive deﬁnite matrices. Finally in [12],
the matrices in M simply have to be hermitian. However,
the calculus of the complex gradient matrix is an approximated one like in [21] for the JD problem.

3. JOINT BLOCK-DIAGONALIZATION BASED
ON GRADIENT APPROACHES
3.1 Principle

To ensure the invertibility of the matrix B and hence the
stability of the algorithm, one can use another optimization
scheme called relative gradient method [5]:



B(m) = B(m−1) − μr ∇r CBD (B(m−1) )B(m−1) ,

Our aim is to present a new algorithm to solve the problem
of the NU − JBD. The following cost function is considered
as suggested in [12]:
Nm

CBD (B) =

OﬀBdiag(n) {BMi BH }2F ,

(2)

i=1

where ·F is the Frobenius norm and the vector n is deﬁned
as n = (n1 , . . . , nr ). Considering a square N × N matrix
M = (Mij ), such that:
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(3)

where Mij for all i, j = 1, . . . , r are ni × nj matrices. The
matrix operator OﬀBdiag(n) 1 is then deﬁned as:

OﬀBdiag(n) {M} =




011
M21
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.

OﬀBdiag(1) {M} = ((1 − δij )Mij )1N = OﬀDiag{M},
where 1N is a N × N matrix whose components are all equal
to 1 which leads to the minimization of the following cost
function:
Nm

OﬀDiag{BMk BH }2F .

(5)

k=1

It has been used in [4] under the unitary constraint (i.e.
M = N and BBH = BH B = IN , with IN the N ×N identity
matrix). When B is not necessarily a unitary matrix, this
cost function CD (B) has also been used in [11][16][21][22].
We propose, here, to use a gradient-descent algorithm to
minimize the cost function given by Eq. (2) to estimate the
matrix B ∈ CN ×M . It means that B is re-estimated at each
iteration m and from now on denoted B(m) . It is updated
according to the following adaptation rule for all m = 1, 2, . . .
B(m) = B(m−1) − μa ∇a CBD (B(m−1) ),

(6)

where μa is positive a small enough number called the step
size or adaptation coeﬃcient and where ∇a CBD (B) stands
for the complex (absolute) gradient matrix deﬁned by [20]:
∇a CBD (B) = 2

∂CBD (B)
.
∂B∗

(7)

(·)∗ stands for the complex conjugate operator.
1 When

there is no ambiguity, this notation OﬀBdiag(n) {·} will
be simplified into OﬀBdiag{·}

(8)

where
∇r CBD (B) = 2

∂CBD (B) H
B = ∇a CBD (B)(B)H .
∂B∗

(9)

The complex absolute gradient matrix ∇a CBD (B) (given by
Eq. (7)) of the cost function CBD (B) has to be calculated to
derive the algorithm.
3.2 Gradient matrix of the cost function CBD (B)
Let us introduce some notations: tr {·} denotes the trace
operator, d (·) stands for the diﬀerential operator, vec (·) is
the vec-operator (applied on a matrix M ∈ CN ×N it stacks
2
its columns into a column vector belonging to CN ×1 ) and
2
2
TBoﬀ is the N × N “transformation” matrix deﬁned as:

(4)

The NU − JBD problem is linked to the non-unitary joint
diagonalization (NU − JD) one. In this latter, Di,jj , i ∈
{1, . . . , Nm }, j ∈ {1, . . . , r} are no more matrices but scalars
(nj = 1 for all j ∈ {1, . . . , r} and N = r). The zero blockdigonality operator can then be simpliﬁed as follows:

CD (B) =

= IN − μr ∇r CBD (B(m−1) ) B(m−1) ,

TDiag = diag{vec(Bdiag(n) {1N })},

(10)

TBoﬀ = IN 2 − TDiag ,

(11)

where IN 2 = Diag{1N 2 } is the N 2 × N 2 identity matrix,
diag{a} is a square diagonal matrix which contains the elements of the vector a on its diagonal and Bdiag(n) {M} =
M−OﬀBdiag(n) {M} (generally Bdiag(1) {·} is simply denoted
by Diag{·}). Considering three N × N square matrices D1 ,
D2 and D3 and two rectangular matrices D4 (M × N ) and
D5 (N × M ) and a square N × N matrix D6 , our developments are based on the following properties [15][16]:
P1 . OﬀBdiag{D1 }2F = tr (OﬀBdiag{D1 })H OﬀBdiag{D1 }
= tr DH
1 OﬀBdiag{D1 } .
P2 . tr {D1 } = tr DT1 .
P3 . tr {D1 + D2 } = tr {D1 } + tr {D2 }.
P4 . tr {D1 D2 D3 } = tr {D3 D1 D2 } = tr {D2 D3 D1 } ⇒
tr {D1 D2 } = tr {D2 D1 }.
P4 . tr {D4 D5 } = tr {D5 D4 }.
H
P5 . tr DH
1 D2 = (vec (D1 )) vec (D2 ).
P6 . vec (OﬀBdiag{D6 }) = TBoﬀ vec (D6 ).
P7 . d DH
= d (D1 )H .
1
∗
P8 . d (D1 ) = d (D1 )∗ .
P9 . d (D1 D2 ) = d (D1 ) D2 + D1 d (D2 ).
P10 . d (D1 + D2 ) = d (D1 ) + d (D2 ).
P11 . d (tr {D1 }) = tr {d (D1 )}.
P12 . d (vec (D1 }) = vec (d (D1 )).
P13 . d f (Z, Z∗ ) = tr{DT1 Z + ZH D2 }
∂f
∂f
= tr DT1 dZ + DT2 dZ∗ ⇒ ∂Z
= D1 and ∂Z
∗ = D2 .
T
P14 . vec (D1 D2 D3 ) = D3 ⊗D1 vec (D2 ) where ⊗ denotes the
Kronecker product.
H
P15 . (D1 ⊗ D2 )H = DH
1 ⊗ D2 .

 







Using P1 , CBD (B) can be expressed as:
Nm

CBD (B) =
i=1

tr (BMi BH )H OﬀBdiag{BMi BH } .

From the properties P3 , P9 , P10 and P11 , the diﬀerential of
the cost function can be obtained as:
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We replace F (B) and G(B) in Eq. (12) to ﬁnally ﬁnd that:
Nm

dCBD (B) =
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(13)

Eq. (13) is then used in the absolute gradient descent algorithm given by Eq. (6).

While properties P2 , P3 , P4 , P4 , P5 , P6 , P8 and P9 involve
G(B) =

OﬀBdiag{BMi BH }

+ OﬀBdiag{BMi BH }

i=1

Nm

OﬀBdiag{BMi BH }

Leading to the following result:
∇a CBD (B) = 2
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Using the property P13 we obtain:

∗

3.3 Summary of the proposed algorithms
The proposed non-unitary joint block-diagonalization algorithms based on absolute gradient and relative gradientdescent approaches are respectively denoted JBDNU,GF,A and
JBDNU,GF,R . Their principle is summed up below:
NU − JBD algorithms
A1. JBDNU,GF,A based on a (absolute) gradient approach,
A2. JBDNU,GF,R based on a relative gradient approach.
The Nm square matrices of M are denoted by
M1 ,M2 ,. . ., MNm .
Given an initial estimate B(0) (for example, in the
square case (N = M ), one can choose B(0) = IM ).
For m = 1, 2, . . .
- Compute ∇a CBD (B(m) ) given in Eq. (13).
- (A1) Set B(m) = B(m−1) − μa ∇a CBD (B(m−1) ).
- (A2) Compute ∇r CBD (B) given in Eq. (9).
- (A2)
Set
B(m)
=
IN − µr ∇r CBD (B(m−1) ) B(m−1) .
- Eventually normalize B = B/BF .
- Stop after a ﬁxed number of iterations or when
B(m) − B(m−1) F ≤ ε where ε is a small positive
threshold.
EndFor





4. COMPUTER SIMULATIONS
We present simulations to illustrate the eﬀectiveness of the
proposed algorithms. We consider a set D of Nm = 20 (resp.
100) matrices, randomly chosen (according to a Gaussian
law) of mean 0 and variance 1. Initially these matrices are
exactly block-diagonal, then a random noise matrix of mean
0 and variance σb2 is added. The signal to noise ratio is
deﬁned as SNR = 10 log( σ12 ) (in this case σb2 = 0.01 implying
b

.

SNR = 20 dB).
To measure the quality of the estimation, the following performance index (which is an extension of the one introduced
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where (G)i,j for all i, j ∈ {1, . . . , r} is the (i, j)-th block
matrix of G = B̂A. The better results are obtained when
the index performance Iconv (·) is found to be close to 0 in
linear scale (−∞ in logarithmic scale). All the displayed
results have been averaged over 10 Monte-Carlo trials. The
non-unitary joint block diagonalization presented in [12] and
based on an optimal step size but approximated gradient is
denoted by JBDNU,GO . We use a mixture matrix A whose
components are randomly generated according to a uniform
law in [−1, 1]. It remains unchanged through the MonteCarlo runs. We consider M = N = 9, r = 3 and nj = 3 for
all j = 1, . . . , 3. Here, the initial matrix B(0) has been chosen
equal to IM . Let us, however notice, that a good initial
estimate remains important to ensure the convergence to the
true solution. One possible way to initialize is to consider the
solution given by the orthogonal joint block-diagonalisation
[9] to start in the neighborhood of the solution.
First, we compare the performance index obtained thanks to
the three algorithms (JBDNU,GF,A , JBDNU,GF,R and JBDNU,GO )
versus the number of iterations for Nm = 100 matrices in
a quasi noiseless context (SNR = 100 dB) on the Fig. 1
and then in a noisy context (SNR = 20 dB) on the Fig.
2. While the three algorithms behave quite similarly in the
nearly noiseless case since they reach nearly the same performance (≈ −120 dB), the algorithm based on a relative
gradient approach outperforms the two other algorithms in
a noisy context (-43 dB instead of -38 dB and -36 dB). Let us
also notice that the convergence is quicker with the JBDNU,GO
algorithm since we use the “optimal” step size version of
the algorithm which is not the case with the two other algorithms. With regard to JBDNU,GF,A , JBDNU,GF,R , we have
plotted the evolution of the performance index versus the
value of the step size: the convergence speed increases when
the step size increases.
Then, we show the inﬂuence of the size Nm of M. We have
displayed the performance index versus the number of iterations for Nm = 20 matrices in a nearly noiseless context
(SNR = 100 dB) on the Fig. 3 then in a noisy context
(SNR = 20 dB) on the Fig. 4. These charts illustrate the
good behavior of the two proposed algorithms. One can effectively notice a decrease of the JBDNU,GO algorithm performance in a noisy context especially when very few matrices
are simultaneously joint block-diagonalized. In a rather diﬃcult context (noisy case + few matrices to be joint block diagonalized), the JBDNU,GF,R algorithm seems to be numerically
more stable and exhibits better performances than those obtained thanks to the other algorithms.
5. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
In this communication, we have proposed two new algorithms (namely JBDNU,GF,A and JBDNU,GF,R ). The ﬁrst one
is based on an absolute gradient descent approach while the
second one relies upon a relative gradient-descendent approach. They both perform the non-unitary joint blockdiagonalization of a given set of complex non necessarily
hermitian matrices. One of the main advantages of these
algorithms is that they are more general. The algorithm
JBDNU,GF,R based on a relative gradient approach exhibits the
best performances in a diﬃcult context (noisy case and very
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Figure 1: Performance index versus number of iterations:
Nm = 100 matrices and SNR = 100 dB.

few matrices to be simultaneously joint block-diagonalized).
These algorithms ﬁnd applications in blind separation of convolutive mixtures of sources and in array processing (see for
example [14]). In the blind sources separation context, they
should enable to achieve better performances since the unitary constraint is discarded. Extensions for futur researches
would be to study optimal step size versions.
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